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By 1890 booming population growth had madeChicago the second-largest city in the United States,only the third city in the nation to reach a population
of one million residents.1 That demographic milestone made
clear to observers that Chicagoans would increasingly need to
live at higher densities. Living more densely meant that mul-
tiple-family buildings would eclipse single-family houses in
the production of the residential landscape. This happened
despite the centrality in American culture of the iconic sin-
gle-family house. The tension between a culture that ideal-
ized the moral, economic, and ideological aspects of the
single-family residence and the growing city, where people
were living at higher densities in tenements and apartments,
would shape the designs of many Chicago architects and
builders. This tension between house and apartment form
has skewed the architectural history of Chicago residence.
Historians have written vastly more about a handful of stylis-
tically innovative Chicago architects who designed single-
family houses than they have about the entire multifaceted
world of Chicago apartments. In 1907 the socially progres-
sive architectural critic and editor Herbert Croly wrote about
major innovations in Chicago apartment design; he took on
these buildings despite the fact that they were stylistically
conventional, intended to “appeal to the average taste of the
community.”2 Architectural historians have generally failed
to follow Croly’s lead and grapple with the architectural,
planning, and cultural significance of late nineteenth- and
early twentieth-century Chicago apartments.3
Designers settled on a host of architectural strategies to
ease the transition from house to apartment. This was most
easily achieved with small apartment buildings. Freestanding
two-flats and three-flats were often simply disguised as
single-family mansions, with separate households occupying
the buildings’ different floors. As the size of multiple-family
buildings increased to accommodate from twelve to seventy
households, or more, architects confronted a more challeng-
ing task.
This essay explores one distinctive solution to that task:
the development of Chicago’s low-rise brick courtyard apart-
ment buildings, which stood out among the city’s multiple-
family buildings. Courtyard apartments, often with a central
court opening onto the street, first appeared in Chicago in
the early 1890s; their leading site planning and architectural
elements were established over the next fifteen to twenty
years, and they continued to be built until the Great Depres-
sion. In some neighborhoods, such as East Rogers Park on
Chicago’s North Side, courtyard apartments came to domi-
nate entire blocks and streets (Figures 1 and 2). Although this
vernacular form arose in other cities as well, in Chicago it
became particularly prominent. In this account of the court-
yard apartment, I draw attention to this Chicago residential
form, suggesting specific ways in which courtyard apartment
designs addressed cultural concerns about residential density.
I also examine important examples of the form and suggest
some reasons why it flourished in Chicago and then declined.
Tenements versus Courtyard Apartments
The architectural work of popularizing courtyard apartments
in Chicago required wresting the form and the cultural repu-
tation of multiple-family buildings away from associations
with earlier tenement houses. The introduction of courtyard
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Figure 1 Courtyard apartment buildings in the East Rogers Park neighborhood, Chicago, built in the 1910s and 1920s (InsuranceMaps of Chicago, Illinois,
vol. J [New York: Sanborn Map Company, 1926]).
apartments coincided with a particularly active period of ten-
ement house reform in the city; these two disparate develop-
ments, both aimed at creating more benign forms of
residential density, are productively viewed in relationship to
one another. In 1902 Chicago’s Builders and Owners Associ-
ation showed aversion even to the mention of tenements in
its comments on tenement reform legislation being consid-
ered by the Chicago City Council. Association officials de-
clared: “The word ‘tenement’ brings us back to conditions
in certain parts of the world from which we have escaped.We
wish to be up to date and to have apartment building environ-
ments, which, even in name, will be something of which the
city can be proud. We desire to substitute the word ‘apart-
ment’ for the word ‘tenement’wherever it occurs in this ordi-
nance.”4 Jane Addams and the progressive reformers with the
City Homes Association and at Hull House, who promoted
the legislation, found rare common ground on this issue with
the Builders and Owners Association. Recognizing the tene-
ment “stigma,” Addams denied rumors that she favored
erecting a six-story “model tenement”: “I would not think of
considering anything more than a three-story house . . . rep-
resenting as nearly as possible the standard of the high-grade
apartment house.”5 This debate over multiple-family hous-
ing played out most dramatically in realms beyond language
and legislation in Chicago; it appeared in architecture and in
the shaping of the ground. Even as residential densities in-
creased, some innovators incorporated landscape directly
into the composition and form of the buildings, powerfully
distinguishing modern apartments from older tenements.
Indeed, in Chicago courtyard apartments, the court, often
covering a quarter of the building lot, had greensward,
bushes, flowers, trees, and, at times, fountains and terraces.
Figure 2 Courtyard apartment buildings in the Lakeview neighborhood, Chicago, built in the 1910s and 1920s (Insurance Maps of Chicago, Illinois, vol. 9
[New York: Sanborn Map Company, 1926]).
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Entrances to different sections of the building ranged around
the court perimeter, giving access to staircases and landings,
generally with two apartments per floor. Thus in courtyard
buildings much of the circulation to the apartments took
place in the semipublic courtyard, with each entry giving
access to only six or eight apartments, depending on whether
the building was three or four stories high. The court appro-
priated the lawn that framed the single-family house in the
American residential landscape and that conjured up “a spa-
cious countryside of woods and hedgerows and meadow.”6
One design route to the courtyard apartment building was
thus through the residential lawn.
A second route, equally important, ran through the tene-
ment air shaft. In the 1890s tenement reformers discovered
deplorable overcrowding, overflowing cesspools, an absence
of plumbing and ventilation, windowless rooms, dark interi-
ors, and accumulations of rubbish and filth. Those tenements
that covered 100 percent of their lots or had back-lot houses
left little or no space between buildings. Reformers railed
against “the destruction of morals and health resulting from
overcrowded dark rooms, or the manifold dangers to those
who are compelled to live in sunless, airless, and yardless”
tenements.7 They successfully advocated for laws that would
require exterior windows in all rooms, made possible through
the introduction of light wells and air shafts. The Chicago
building code soon established a maximum lot coverage of
90 percent on corner lots with rear alleys and 85 percent on
corner lots without alleys. Building coverage on all other lots
was limited to 75 percent.8 As some saw it, the landscape
courts in new apartment buildings provided an antidote to
the tenement. In the place of darkness, the courts provided
light. In the place of airlessness, the courts provided ventila-
tion. In the place of unhealthy crowding and filth, the courts
introduced natural sunlight, healthy spaces, and benign
organic living forms. The courtyard apartment suggested
that Chicagoans could both build density and seemingly do
the opposite—preserve and cultivate nature or, at least, land-
scaped evocations of nature. This was an ambitious strategy
that drew upon both the residential lawn and ideas circulating
among tenement reformers.
Chicago architect Irving K. Pond, who designed the main
buildings of Jane Addams’s Hull House during the 1890s, ex-
plicitly linked tenement reform and contemporary apartment
house design. In an 1898 essay, Pond insisted that a discussion
of apartments needed to engage their “lower form, the tene-
ment house.”He explained that “the struggle for decency and
hygienic conditions” and efforts to achieve improvements “as
to light, air, and privacy” had influenced designs for apart-
ment houses: “The first move in tenement-house reform was
to bore wells down through the roof and various stories, and
so relieve the dark inner chambers which had been utterly
devoid of fresh air and daylight.”9 Pond illustrated his essay
with eight simple figure-ground diagrams that charted a
series of steps, from a tenement covering 100 percent of its
lot through the introduction of air shafts and sliver light wells
to more substantial front, rear, and central courts (Figure 3).
Although there were only a handful of courtyard buildings
standing in Chicago in 1898, Pond recognized the signifi-
cance of the court for the future of apartment design: “The
problem of the tenement house was not solved until . . . by
means of the courtyard, sometimes amounting almost to a
park, all light wells had been banished . . . . It is probable that
the highest type of apartment building is to develop along
this line, that is, about a courtyard or garden.”10 Pond
believed that Chicagoans would get from the “lower form”
Figure 3 Irving K. Pond, analytic diagrams of tenements and apartments,
Chicago, 1898 (Irving K. Pond, “Architecture of Apartment Buildings,”
Brickbuilder 7 [June 1898], 116).
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of the tenement to the “highest type” of apartment living
by adopting courtyards. Such apartment buildings would
proliferate in the urban landscape as long as people contin-
ued to “crowd . . . within the gates” of “existing centers of
populations.”11
Early Chicago Courtyard Apartments
In 1892, Anthony Schmitt, the wealthy president of
Schneider & Company, a candle manufacturer, had helped
initiate the courtyard idea. He developed the fifty-five unit
Arizona Apartments, one of Chicago’s earliest apartment
buildings to incorporate a courtyard (Figure 4). In his own
life Schmitt had experienced both crowded tenement condi-
tions and the broad lawns of a single-family residential
landscape that influenced courtyard apartment design. Born
in Indiana to two French immigrants, Schmitt had worked as
a clerk in a St. Louis wholesale grocery company in the
1860s. There he lived in a boardinghouse at 600 Elm Street
with his mother, two older brothers, one of whom operated
a saloon nearby, and the family of a partner in the saloon
business. The brick house filled the entire frontage of its
29-foot-wide lot. Schmitt’s fortunes improved after he mar-
ried Isidora Schneider and entered his father-in-law’s Chicago
candle-making business, which he helped to build into a ma-
jor U.S. manufacturing company. In the early 1880s, Schmitt
and his family moved into a sprawling thirty-room mansion
in the elite section of Drexel Boulevard on Chicago’s South
Side. TheChicago architecture firmofTreat&Foltz designed
the Schmitt residence. In sharp contrast to the Elm Street
Figure 4 Treat & Foltz, Arizona Apartments,
Chicago, 1892; two of the four courtyard entrances
are visible, with street entrances at right (Charles R.
Childs postcard, collection of Perry Casalino).
Figure 5 Treat & Foltz, Anthony Schmitt
residence, Drexel Boulevard landscape in
foreground, Chicago, ca. 1882 (A. Wittemann and
L. Schick, Select Chicago: Illustrated in Albertype
[Chicago: L. Schick, 1889]).
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boardinghouse’s 29-foot lot, Schmitt’s Drexel Boulevard
mansion stood on a lot thatmeasured 250 feet by 226 feet. The
house was surrounded by lawns, trees, and gardens and over-
looked the landscaped park in the median of the boulevard
(Figure 5).12
When Schmitt turned to apartment development, then,
he drew on his own residential experience. The site for his
four-story Arizona Apartments was at 42nd Street and Lake
Park Avenue, just four blocks northeast of Schmitt’s home.
Schmitt again commissioned Treat & Foltz for the design.
The architects gave the Arizona a rock-faced Bedford lime-
stone exterior, similar to the mansions that flanked Schmitt’s
Drexel Boulevard home: Burnham & Root’s house for
William E. Hale, to the south, and William W. Boyington’s
for C. H. Smith, to the north. Shortly after the Arizona’s
completion, the Rand McNally guide to Chicago com-
mended the apartment building to visitors as “imposing” and
complimented “the splendid effect in the exterior of the
structure.”13 Even after a quarter of a century, the building
still struck observers as “an unusually substantial structure.”14
Equally important, the impressive building provided for sig-
nificant residential density. Although somewhat irregular in
its dimensions, due to the diagonal course of Lake Park Ave-
nue across the Chicago grid, the largest parts of the Arizona’s
site were 225 feet by 130 feet, less than half the size of
Schmitt’s house lot on Drexel (Figure 6). The contrast is
striking: in 1900, when only Schmitt, his wife, their four chil-
dren, and three servants lived on the Drexel lot, the Arizona
accommodated 172 residents in fifty apartments, each with
four to eight rooms.15 Yet the Arizona was still notable for its
Figure 6 Treat & Foltz, Arizona Apartments,
Chicago, 1892, map view; building covers half a
block south of 42nd Place at lower right (Insurance
Maps of Chicago, Illinois, vol. 14 [New York:
Sanborn Map Company, 1925]).
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landscaped court, which was 70 feet by 70 feet and included a
lawn, fountain, and carriage drive; the court made up approx-
imately 20 percent of the entire site. The Chicago Tribune re-
ported that “this court is to be arranged as a miniature park,”
an amenity that conferred on Schmitt’s tenants somemeasure
of the landscape advantages that he and his household en-
joyed on Drexel Boulevard.16
It is not clear whether the idea for the Arizona’s unusual
courtyard plan came from Anthony Schmitt or from his ar-
chitects, Samuel Atwater Treat and Fritz Foltz. Schmitt
was known as “an extensive traveler,” and in 1891, a year
before the Arizona’s design and construction, he spent
months in Europe, seeing “all of the principal countries,
cities and points of interest.”17 In 1891, Schmitt would
likely have seen European monastic and collegiate ensem-
bles, like those at Cambridge and Oxford, as well as tene-
ments and apartments where residential quarters were
arrayed around landscaped courts, with vertical circulation
provided in separate entryways around the courts. Yet such
buildings nearly always included enclosed interior court-
yards, as opposed to what became the common pattern in
Chicago, of courtyards opening directly onto public
streets. Closer to home, for both the client and the archi-
tects, another prominent apartment building constructed
around an exterior courtyard could have provided a model
for the Arizona. Just three miles from Schmitt’s house, the
ninety-six-unit Mecca apartment building was constructed
at the corner of State Street and 34th Street in 1891–92
(Figure 7). Standing as one of the largest Chicago apart-
ment buildings of its time, the U-shaped Mecca, designed
by Willoughby J. Edbrooke and Franklin Pierce Burnham,
included a court that measured 66 feet by 152 feet, opening
south toward 34th Street. Designed initially to accommo-
date visitors to the World’s Columbian Exposition, the
Mecca was the first apartment building in Chicago with a
courtyard opening onto the street.18
Figure 7 Edbrooke & Burnham, Mecca apartment
building, Chicago, 1891–92, detail from an 1893
advertisement (iCHi-29342, Chicago History
Museum).
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Like the courtyard soon to be designed for the Arizona,
the Mecca court had a lawn, fountain, and carriage drives.
Each of the two major wings of the Mecca included an en-
closed atrium with a skylight that introduced light from the
roof all the way to the ground floor. Access to the apartments
was provided along open galleries that entirely encircled the
atriums. The Mecca’s innovative external court and interior
atriums energetically responded to tenement reformers’ con-
cerns about light and ventilation in multiple-family buildings.
The apartments received light from exterior windows and
from windows and door transoms overlooking the atriums.
At the same time, this novel design concentrated building
tenants and visitors around the interior atriums in a form that
neither the Arizona nor most subsequent courtyard apart-
ments adopted. Dividing the tenants into discrete aggrega-
tions, the Arizona’s fifty-five units were separated into seven
distinct entries, four opening onto the courtyard and three
opening into the building from adjacent streets. The Mecca’s
model of highly visible and gregarious massing of residents
and visitors around the atriums was repeated in only a few
other Chicago apartment designs.19 The Arizona’s pattern of
diffusion, through separate entries, became the norm.
By providing separate entries, designers sought to transfer
some of the privacy of the single-family house to the apart-
ment building. In an 1898 essay Irving K. Pond addressed
this issue forthrightly. He noted that in single-family residen-
tial developments architects avoided placing the entrances of
adjacent houses too close together, because “refined and sen-
sitive householders” wanted an “outward expression, as in
absolute fact,” that their homes were “places of refuge and re-
tirement.”An apartment resident should similarly bemade to
feel that “his apartment is his castle.” Pond continued: “The
dweller in an apartment has the same rights as has the house-
holder, and it is the duty of the architect to respect these
rights. . . . It is the rule of the best designers to allow, where
possible, but one, and never more than two apartments to
open from the public hall in any one story.”20
There is another alluring possibility for a local model for
the Arizona’s courtyard. It is rooted in previous Treat & Foltz
designs, not for apartment buildings but for Chicago hospi-
tals. In the same spirit as tenement critics, hospital designers
placed a priority on sunlight, ventilation, and landscape ele-
ments in their buildings. These were therapeutic design fac-
tors, which many believed could dissipate miasmas and
germs, promote healing, and prevent the spread of conta-
gious disease among patients. Thus Treat & Foltz designed
buildings along these lines for Chicago’s St. Luke’s Hospital
between 1882 and 1885. They separated hospital wards into
wings that surrounded a modest landscaped court. According
to one building journal: “The most successful feature of the
building is the plan, which is very well adapted for its pur-
pose, giving cross ventilation and plenty of sunshine all the
day in the sick wards, and grouping on the north the offices,
dissecting rooms, kitchens, etc., for all of which the sunshine
is not such a vital consideration.”21 In 1891, Treat & Foltz
received a commission from Wesley Hospital to design a
new medical building to be located at Dearborn and 25th
Streets. Delays in funding led to subsequent changes in the
design for Wesley; however, Treat & Foltz’s first design
envisioned a four-story building, pitched roofs, swelling
bay windows, a masonry-enclosed first story, and street-
facing courtyard gardens, a design that anticipated key ele-
ments of the Arizona (Figure 8).
Designed within a year of each other, Treat & Foltz’s vision
for the Wesley Hospital and the later Arizona highlighted a
realm of design influences that flowed from hospitals to apart-
ments. In 1897 this connection was made explicit in an article
on Chicago architectural and urban form published in the
Chicago Tribune. The article’s headline declared “Chicago as
It Will Be One Hundred Years from Today, a City of
Wonders Unbelievable.” The Tribune quoted projections by
Dr. Arthur R. Reynolds, Chicago’s health commissioner, about
coming changes in the forms that would house the immense
population of the future. “The flat house will have evolved
until it is quite different from that of today,” Reynolds stated.
“Legislation will prevent the building of apartment houses
with air wells, so called, probably because they furnish no air.
Instead there will be erected great buildings surrounded by
gardens, the plan being something like the pavilion hospital
scheme. The wings will face courts, and every room will pos-
sess one or more windows that will permit the occupant to
look up at the sky and down to the ground. No more crowded
flats.”22 Chicagoans did not have to wait a century—these
changes in apartment design, drawing on established local
precedents in hospital design, were already being explored.
Indeed, in 1893–94 Treat & Foltz themselves designed
a five-story, thirty-unit apartment building at the southwest
corner of 43rd Street and Ellis Avenue, one block west of the
Arizona. Herman Vollmer, a Chicago lawyer, was the client
for the building, called the Tudor (Figure 9). TheChicago Tri-
bune reported that the building would “possess several fea-
tures quite unusual in any apartment houses that have been
heretofore built in this city.”23 Like the Arizona, the Tudor,
with its six- to nine-room apartments, incorporated a court-
yard. The court, facing onto Ellis Avenue, measured 40 feet
by 50 feet, covering about 9 percent of the building lot; this
meant that the court was smaller than the one at the Arizona
Apartments, both in overall area and as a proportion of its lot.
However, the Arizona was built right on its front lot line,
whereas the Tudor had a 25-foot setback from the front lot
line, aligning it with adjacent single-family residences. The
Tudor also had a backyard, 40 feet in width, running from the
rear wall of the building to the property line at the alley.
These setbacks provided area for lawns and, when added to
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the area of the courtyard, resulted in a building that covered
less than half of its corner lot. The advertisements for the
Tudor called special attention to the fact that the apartments
overlooked “beautiful private grounds.”24 The building had
six apartments per floor, reached by an elevator. At the Tudor,
as in other elevator residential buildings, the presence of the
elevator tended to concentrate circulation. Because of the
Tudor’s lobby and elevator, residents there likely encountered
their neighbors more than did residents at the Arizona,
whose comings and goings were diffused into separate entry-
ways. There was still some measure of separation at the
Tudor, which had a separate entrance onto 43rd Street and
private entrances to some ground-floor units, including, most
prominently, one to the left of the courtyard.
Although Chicago builders would deploy courtyards
much more frequently with low-rise, walk-up buildings than
with elevator buildings like the Tudor, many did adopt the
Tudor’s setback from the front lot line in subsequent apart-
ment designs. The setback helped merge the mass of the
apartment building into the form of the established single-
family residential landscape and added space for planting
along the entire front of the building. Placing a lawn on the
leading edge of the building lot effectively echoed the modest
lawn and tree-planting strip that was part of the public right-
of-way between the sidewalk and the street. The courtyard
itself extended and reinforced the rhythm of the lawns, trees,
and bushes set on the street and at the front of the building
lot. Moreover, at the Tudor, ivy grew from this lawn up the
walls of the building. As a result, tenants and visitors to the
apartment building passed through a series of landscape
thresholds on their way to the dense apartment building
itself. Their passage was further dramatized with a monu-
mental, four-step, 20-foot-wide stair rising to the terraced
court. The building was seemingly balanced by the deploy-
ment of “beautiful private grounds,” visible from swelling
bays on the elevation.25
The Tudor’s 25-foot setback aimed to counter contempo-
rary prejudices against the introduction of a high-density
building into a single-family neighborhood. For residents of
many such areas in Chicago and its suburbs, the construction
of an apartment building in their midst suggested undesirable
changes in the neighborhood’s architectural and social
character. Setting apartment buildings back on their lots and
incorporating courtyards helped to reconcile the larger
Figure 8 Treat & Foltz, Wesley Hospital plan, unbuilt, Chicago, 1891 (selected details of elevation and plans from Inland Architect and News Record
18 [October 1891], 32).
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buildings visually with their settings. A 1905 editorial in the
Oak Leaves, a local newspaper published in Oak Park, the first
suburb west of Chicago, captured the resistance to apart-
ments. Headlined “The Impending Calamity,” the editorial
declared Oak Park to be
threatened with an invasion—a foreign invasion of flats. The
advanced guard of the enemy is already upon us and the great
host of its army is encamped at our very borders. Its encroach-
ments, insidious and insinuating though they be, are nonethe-
less effective and, in a few years, will prove none the less fatal
to those ideas that have hitherto distinguished our village as a
residence suburb and a “community of homes” . . . [with] its
dependence upon broad expanses of open space, upon grass
and trees and sunlight and fresh air. When it ceases to stand for
that, it ceases to be Oak Park.26
Another editorial in the same paper a month later argued that
apartment buildings usurped the spaces that were intended to
accommodate lawns and trees in the single-family residential
landscape, hindering “the circulation of air and the accessi-
bility of sunshine, nature’s two great givens.”27 Even in
Chicago the city council sought to legislate the setback
precedent in 1913, aiming to “prevent the spoiling of res-
idential property in which the houses were set back from
the street by the prohibition of the building of apartments
up to the lot lines.”28
Courtyard apartments thus deployed a landscape strategy
to suggest reciprocity between the values, forms, and charac-
ter of single-family houses and those of the apartment house.
This effort was also evident in specific architectural elements.
Many courtyard apartments included sun parlors, sleeping
porches, projecting window bays, and individual porches or
balconies. Dominating apartment elevations, these elements
underscored a design strategy that involved creating a porous
boundary between exterior and interior space. In these spaces
apartment residents might enjoy the suburban advantages of
sunlight, air, and ventilation; such spaces could accommodate
additional flowers and houseplants even as they overlooked
the landscape courts, planters, lawns, and gardens below.
Courtyard Apartment Plans
The premium placed on sunlight, air, and views over the
courtyards, street lawns, and street trees helped determine
the typical floor plans of Chicago courtyard apartments.
Generally all apartments had courtyard frontage, with each
apartment laid out through the entire width of its individual
section of the building, extending from the court to the rear,
or side, elevation. Limiting the layout to only two apartments
per floor in each entry, without public interior or double-
loaded corridors, made this customary plan possible. A spatial
hierarchy prevailed in which living rooms, libraries, and par-
lors were assigned premium space overlooking the courtyard.
Kitchens, maid’s rooms, and bathrooms almost never took up
space on the courtyard; instead, they occupied the back
sections of the apartments, with windows opening on the side
and rear elevations. In the case of double-courtyard build-
ings, m-shaped in plan, the kitchens, maid’s rooms, and bath-
rooms lined the relatively narrow rear-facing courts between
the two main sections of the buildings. Rear entrances and
back stairs generally linked the kitchens with the side and rear
alleys, or, in the case of double-courtyard buildings, they
reached the ground in the rear-facing courts. For efficiency,
the locations of dining rooms were often determined by the
locations of the kitchens; depending on the precise position
of an apartment within the building, its dining room could
face the courtyard or the side or rear elevation. Some design-
ers placed master bedrooms on the courtyard; however, like
the dining rooms, the bedrooms at times stood at the backs of
apartments. Just as there was a spatial hierarchy within
Figure 9 Treat & Foltz, Tudor apartment building,
Chicago, 1893–94; private entrances to first-floor
units can be seen at left on the main elevation and
at right on the side elevation (Charles R. Childs
postcard, collection of LeRoy Blommaert).
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individual apartments, there was also a hierarchy within the
building. The apartments closest to the street, which stood
on the street side of the first entries in the courtyard, were the
most desirable. Unlike the other apartments in the building,
which had two fronts, these units had three—the courtyard,
the street, and the side elevation. These apartments’ corner
rooms had windows facing in two directions. In these front
apartments, the living room often rotated away from the
court to face the street, with its street trees and street lawns.
Moreover, in these front apartments the master bedrooms
could look out over the court and the street.
Simultaneously with the early development of courtyard
apartment building, someChicago architects developed quite
different building plans that nevertheless aimed to ensure
some of the same amenities offered by the courtyards at the
Mecca, Arizona, and Tudor buildings. Aiming to build large
apartments that also delivered on efforts to provide light, air,
and landscape, these architects arrived at distinct designs that
fit the dimensions of particular lots, with given numbers of
units of specified sizes. Two apartment buildings on Garfield
Boulevard designed by Henry K. Holsman for lawyer Arthur
B. Mulvey provided lawns and gardens in a distinct configu-
ration. Indeed, across his entire career Holsman showed
great inventiveness in the ways in which he set apartment
buildings onto their sites. His efforts were guided by the pri-
macy he assigned to both landscape and architecture in estab-
lishing the domestic character of apartment buildings. In
1930 Holsman wrote an essay offering advice to help people
find good apartments. He declared: “Of all practical consid-
erations, light and air are most important. . . . How the apart-
ment building looks from the outside and how the
neighborhood looks from the inside is important. If it looks
like a home for the friendless, or reminds you of a . . . hotel
or some other institution, it is not the place for a home. . . .
Look for trees, shrubs, green grass and some open spaces that
suggest ‘home.’ ”29 Holsman’s apartment designs carefully
framed the landscape in ways that would help transfer the
residential character of single-family houses to larger multi-
ple-family buildings.
As was the case with Anthony Schmitt and the architec-
tural firm of Treat & Foltz, Holsman designed a personal res-
idence for his client as well as that client’s income-producing
apartment property. The residence was itself a two-flat build-
ing, or, as Holsman labeled the structure in an exhibition of
the plans at the Art Institute of Chicago, “superimposed
residences.” The Mulvey residence was set back on Cornell
Avenue, in the Hyde Park neighborhood, and could easily
have been mistaken for a substantial single-family house. The
two apartment buildings that Mulvey commissioned from
Holsman were constructed two miles southwest of his home,
just west of Washington Park. The Amarilla Apartments, a
four-story building containing twenty-four units, was built in
1899 at the southwest corner of Garfield Boulevard and Indi-
ana Avenue (Figure 10). In the Amarilla design, the building
mass was divided into three distinct but connected sections.
Two sections faced Garfield Boulevard; they were set back
15 feet from the lot line, leaving space for a narrow lawn and
planting strip. An exterior court, 22 feet by 67 feet, separated
these two sections; unlike the courtyards of other buildings,
this court was not used for circulation—it simply provided
light for windows on the side elevations. The third section of
the building stood in the middle of the south half of the lot,
with the main elevation facing Indiana Avenue; large front
and rear lawns, 45 feet deep and 70 feet wide, provided an
expansive view not only for residents of the Indiana Avenue
section of the building but also for those living in the two
Garfield Boulevard sections, whose rear windows looked out
on the rear lawn. Mulvey intended the colonial-style Amaril-
la’s eight-room apartments for wealthier Chicagoans; adver-
tisements called special attention to “elegant and spacious”
interiors, Flemish oak in the oval dining room, polished oak
floors, and the marble finish in the bathroom, all making for
the “most complete high-class apartments in the city.”30
When architect Robert C. Spencer Jr. used the Amarilla to
illustrate an essay, he commended the “liberality of its
plan.”31 This liberality, evident in the interiors, was also evi-
dent in the building’s deep setback and expansive landscape
setting, which accounted for more than 35 percent of the
building’s lot. As was the case with most of the courtyard
buildings, the unbuilt part of the Amarilla site exceeded the
building code requirement that between 10 and 25 percent of
the site be left open. The fact that two sections of the building
faced onto Garfield Boulevard, with the park in its median,
added to the Amarilla’s elegance and spaciousness.
By contrast, two years after the construction of the
Amarilla, on a lot just one block west, Holsman designed
another apartment house for Mulvey at the southwest corner
of Garfield Boulevard and Wabash Avenue. On a building
lot less than one-third larger than the Amarilla lot, Boulevard
Terrace included seventy-two apartments, three times more
apartments than the Amarilla offered (Figure 11). With five
to six rooms in each apartment and kitchens designed
for convenience, Boulevard Terrace was “suitable for light
housekeeping” and designed for people of more modest
means than those who could afford the Amarilla. The striking
element of Holsman’s Boulevard Terrace design was its thor-
ough inversion of the planning logic evident in the Amarilla
project. At Boulevard Terrace, a four-story U-shaped build-
ing was set directly on the lot line along Garfield and
Wabash. In the interior court, Holsman placed two three-
story wings running north–south, set 10 feet inside the two
primary wings of the perimeter building. The apartments in
the interior wings were made accessible from an archway in
the Garfield Boulevard elevation; the wings stood on either
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side of the 30-foot-wide court. Behind this quite distinct
design were principles similar to the ones that had shaped the
Amarilla. When the Chicago Tribune reviewed the Boulevard
Terrace design, it pointed out that the decision to make the
interior wings three stories, with the perimeter block stand-
ing at four stories, would allow “light and air to penetrate to
all the windows . . . avoiding dark inner courts often seen in
large apartment buildings.” This plan was certainly not ideal,
as it included such a relatively modest setback between the
outer and inner blocks, a setback comparable to the narrow
rear-facing court in m-shaped double-courtyard buildings.
Holsman’s decision to make the inner sections only three sto-
ries was an attempt to address the potential for darkness in
these inner courts. The Tribune noted a landscaped lawn for
the tenants on the south side of the lot and the plan for an in-
ner court, which would “be devoted to a flower garden and
lawn, through which the cement walk leading to the separate
entrances” would run, “beautifully laid out with flowers and
shrubbery.”32
Moreover, the Amarilla and Boulevard Terrace both dif-
fused tenants into distinct entries. The former was organized
around three separate entries, two facing Garfield Boulevard
and one facing Indiana Avenue. In Boulevard Terrace there
were ten separate entries, two on Garfield Boulevard, two on
Wabash Avenue, two on the alley along the west side of the
building, and four into the two wings that fronted on the
interior courtyard.
It was in its relationship to privacy that the Mecca, even
with its exterior courtyard, seemed so different from other
courtyard and separate-entry apartments. At the Mecca, res-
idents entered the building and then could visually and phys-
ically encounter all of their neighbors as they approached
their apartments along the galleries in the interior atriums.
The contrast between the Mecca and Frank Lloyd Wright’s
1895 Francisco Terrace apartments underscores an important
and quite early variation on the courtyard apartment model;
Francisco Terrace aimed to promote a feeling of privacy and
the idea that even a modest apartment could be, in architect
Irving Pond’s terms, a “castle.”33 This idea relied on people’s
experiencing the exterior courtyard as part of a public or
semipublic realm. Wright designed the two-story, forty-
four-unit brick apartment block on Chicago’s West Side for
realtor Edward Carson Waller. Wright’s Francisco Terrace
could well have furnished the local precedent for Henry
Figure 10 Henry K. Holsman, Amarilla
Apartments, Chicago, 1899, Garfield Boulevard
elevation (Charles R. Childs postcard, collection of
LeRoy Blommaert).
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Holsman’s Boulevard Terrace. The primary street elevation
of Francisco Terrace was set close to the lot line and was
dominated by an archway opening to the building’s land-
scaped courtyard (Figure 12). Waller intended the four-room
apartments to house people of modest economic circumstan-
ces, yet nearly all of the apartments had separate exterior en-
trances. Indeed, whenWright created a presentation drawing
for the project he used the title block to highlight this feature:
“Francisco Terrace—An arrangement of four room flats with
independent entrance . . . for each.”34 Tenants and visitors
entered the courtyard through the archway and found that all
the first-floor units had separate entrances opening directly
onto the court. At the four corners of the courtyard, stair
towers provided access to second-story wooden galleries that
encircled the court; there each unit had its own entrance and
windows overlooking the courtyard.35 For the apartments
around the courtyard at Francisco Terrace it would not be a
stretch to read each of the units as a “castle” with its own
exterior door. Viewed in plan only, this arrangement was
quite similar to the Mecca; however, the experience was
surely different for tenants of the two buildings, given that
at Francisco Terrace the units opened onto the exterior
courtyard, whereas at the Mecca, individual doors opened
onto an interior atrium. Such emphasis given to individual
entrances was in accord with concerns about intrusions on
family life and privacy in tenement houses, where entire fam-
ilies lived in single rooms and residents had to pass through
other rooms, where other families were living, in order to
move both inside and outside the tenement.
Very few Chicago architects and developers followed the
Francisco Terrace model. Henry Holsman’s Boulevard
Terrace adopted the archway and interior court. Architect
HarryH.Waterman designed South Park Terrace (1905) and
Woodlawn Terrace (1909), two-story brick apartment build-
ings on South Park Avenue that followed the main lines of
Francisco Terrace. Both had archways leading to interior
courts, apartments on the courtyards with individual exterior
doors, and second-floor apartments reached by way of
stair towers and galleries encircling the courtyards. For all of
their ability to promote a sense of familial privacy, the
Figure 11 Henry K. Holsman, Boulevard Terrace
apartment building, Chicago, 1901 (Charles R.
Childs postcard, collection of Perry Casalino).
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archways leading to the interior courts of Francisco, Boule-
vard, Woodlawn, and South Park Terraces did significantly
alter the balance between the residential building and its
landscape. The design captured a drama in which a building’s
architecture and its monumental archway seemingly framed
and contained the court’s landscape. The exterior courtyard
building, with its court open to the street, reversed this rela-
tionship. There, the landscape actually framed the building.
The landscape proved impressively continuous as it ran from
the street lawn and lines of street trees to the setback lawn
between the lot line and the building line, finally culminating
in the courtyard.
The Small Parks Movement and
Courtyard Apartments
These developments in private building resonated with an-
other cultural and design movement that shaped the public
sphere. When the City Homes Association and Hull House
surveyors looked closely at tenement house conditions, they
actually counted trees and gardens in the tenement districts.
They believed that reformers needed to grapple with issues
beyond “mere tenement-house conditions and management”
and address the pervasive lack of parks, playgrounds, “open
air-spaces,” and “breathing spaces in the heart of congested
districts.”36 In 1908, theChicago Tribune held a garden contest
in which prizes were awarded for simple window boxes with
flowers and for latticework covered with morning glories.
The appearance of these in some of the densest neighbor-
hoods in the city particularly struck the judges. They noted
that Jewish, Italian, and Greek families “of the humblest
class . . . [with] half clad children with dirty faces” were espe-
cially appreciative and proud of simple flower boxes.37 In
such an urban context, as middle-class apartment buildings
diverged from tenement houses, the display of shrubs and
grass and flowers in courtyard buildings loomed especially
large. Indeed, in 1898, New York social reformer Jacob Riis
had insisted to progressives gathered at Hull House that
there was an urgent need to develop parks in city neighbor-
hoods. In 1899 the Illinois legislature approved the creation
of the Special Park Commission to consider creating small
parks and playgrounds in Chicago’s densest communities.
In the first decade of the twentieth century, the Small Parks
Movement led to the design and creation of a sprawling net-
work of small parks and playgrounds throughout the city.38
Chicago already had major landscape parks, hundreds of
acres in size, on all sides of the city. These parks served the
entire city. The development of small parks in Chicago ac-
knowledged the importance of parks in individual neighbor-
hoods. Although courtyard apartments were introduced by
private developers and not by the city, they brought the inter-
est in small parks from the level of the neighborhood to the
Figure 12 Frank Lloyd Wright, Francisco Terrace
apartment building, Chicago, 1895 (Robert C.
Spencer, “The Work of Frank Lloyd Wright,”
Architectural Review 7 [June 1900], 71).
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level of the individual block and building lot. Intended only
for the tenants of individual buildings, the courtyards none-
theless captured reformers’ interest in creating and preserv-
ing “breathing spaces” in the city.
It was easy to see how the courtyard form responded to,
and appropriated, the reform power of the contemporary
small park and playgrounds movement. Immediately adjacent
to the courtyard of Schmitt’s Arizona Apartments stood the
one-quarter-acre Lakewood Park (see Figure 4). In 1888
developers subdividing surrounding land for residential de-
velopment dedicated the triangular parcel at the intersection
of Greenwood Avenue and Lake Park Avenue to the city as a
local park. In 1897 the Chicago Tribune described Lakewood
Park as “neatly curbed and . . . grassed over and set out with
flowers. The plat is as nicely kept as a millionaire’s door-yard.
It is one of those dainty spots that seem specially designed for
a fountain or a statue, but it now serves merely as a graceful
lawn for the buildings lining the intersecting streets bound-
ing it.”39 The Arizona stood among those buildings. The
Lakewood Park description was part of an article looking
closely at Chicago as a “city of tiny parks.” Chicago had
2,054 acres in its seven major landscaped parks. But then
there were thirty-nine other parks that covered an additional
178 acres. Even before the emergence of the small park and
playgrounds movement, the city had acknowledged the util-
ity of such small landscaped patches—“nooks and corners, or
squares”—within the city. These parks, like the courtyards of
apartment buildings, were not intended for active recreation;
instead, like flower boxes and small gardens, they conjured up
the cherished beauty of nature’s bounty as an antidote to ur-
ban lives, buildings, and technology. The Tribune concluded
its review by asserting, “Chicago, it has always been con-
tended, has cause to be proud of its great parks. Those who
have an eye for the smaller features declare that the city has
equal cause for pride in its nameless, or unnamed, but little
known plats of greensward and clumps of trees.”40
The same sensibility for health and cultivation that shaped
pride in Chicago’s tiny parks could easily promote interest in
Chicago’s courtyard buildings, which also embellished the
landscape as part of a broader pattern of urban growth and
development.We have seen that one observer called the court
at the Arizona a “miniature park,” and promoters of other
courtyards presented them to prospective tenants as inviting
“parks.” In 1905–6, architect Paul Gerhardt and developer
Albert Fuchs built the Chateau on Sheridan Road and
Clarendon Avenue, a “beautiful and aristocratic building”
with seventy-two apartments around a “large park” that
measured 250 feet by 80 feet and included a lily pond with
goldfish, a fountain, and a park pergola (Figure 13). The indi-
vidual apartments included front “loggias” where tenants
could sit and look out at the park.41 In 1912–13, architect
John R. Fugard designed the Plymouth Court apartments on
North Kenmore Avenue; this thirty-eight-unit building
extended to the front, side, and rear lot lines, facilitating an
extraordinarily wide court frontage of 115 feet (Figure 14).
The advertisements declared, “Court design . . . Largest
court in the city, 100 × 115 ft. Beautiful sunken garden in
center. All outside rooms, light and airy. Glazed sun par-
lors. Private sleeping porches.”42 The parklike court land-
scape clearly underscored the broader promise of healthful
apartment living.
Class Diversity in Courtyard Neighborhoods
Landscaped setbacks and courts helped blend apartment
buildings into neighborhoods that had single-family houses.
Evidence suggests that they also helped harmonize relations
among the diverse economic classes that occupied multiple-
family buildings in Chicago. As courtyard apartments prolif-
erated, it was possible to find courtyard buildings intended
for people of different economic circumstances in a single
neighborhood or on a single block. The widths of the court-
yards, the richness of the architectural materials and orna-
ment, and the sizes of the apartments might have varied,
but the buildings blended into the landscape and streetscape.
This pattern was evident, for example, in Chicago’s Buena
Park neighborhood. Here on adjacent lots of Irving Park
Boulevard one of the more luxurious Chicago courtyard
buildings was constructed in 1902–3, only to be joined by a
fairly modest courtyard building, constructed immediately
west of it in 1915. In 1902 David E. Postle designed the
four-story, seventy-two-unit Pattington apartment building
with a 15-foot setback from the lot line and two substantial
open courts, measuring 60 feet by 135 feet, opening south to
Irving Park Boulevard (Figure 15). Postle designed the
Pattington to cover only 60 percent of its lot. The building
had swelling bays that dominated both street and courtyard
elevations. Each court provided five separate entries for
access to the eight- and nine-room apartments, limited to only
one or two apartments per floor in each entry (Figure 16).
The fact that the surrounding neighborhood of Buena
Park, promoted as “Chicago’s most desirable residence
quarter,” had streets lined with single-family houses, and not
apartments, added to the Pattington’s appeal.43 An advertise-
ment outlined the advantages: “Most beautifully located and
elegantly appointed high class apartment bldg. in Chicago;
surrounded by fine homes and commanding an unobstructed
view of the lake. No noise—no smoke—no dust.”44 The
Pattington offered “pure air,” since “all rooms have outside
light and good ventilation.”45 The building had 8 inches of
concrete between the floors to provide privacy and “freedom
from noise.”46 The Pattington could gather seventy-two
households under a single roof while insulating tenants from
the sounds of upstairs and downstairs neighbors.
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Figure 13 Paul Gerhardt, Chateau apartment
building, Chicago, 1905–6 (Charles R. Childs
postcard, collection of Perry Casalino).
Figure 14 John R. Fugard, Plymouth Court
apartment building, Chicago, 1912–13 (postcard by
unknown photographer, collection of LeRoy
Blommaert).
Figure 15 David E. Postle, Pattington apartment
building, Chicago, 1902 (Charles R. Childs
postcard, collection of LeRoy Blommaert).
In 1914 E. Norman Bridges designed the three-story,
sixty-unit Kellshore Apartment Hotel, immediately west of
the Pattington at the northeast corner of Irving Park Boule-
vard and Clarendon Avenue (Figure 17). Following Postle’s
design for the Pattington, Bridges designed the Kellshore
around two courts opening south toward Irving Park Boule-
vard. Also like the Pattington, the Kellshore had a narrow
light court facing the rear alley, separating the two main sec-
tions of the building. The two apartment buildings comple-
mented each other in other ways; for example, in the place
of the Pattington’s swelling bays along Irving Park, Bridges
gave the Kellshore tiers of projecting sun parlors. The build-
ings appear as good neighbors. But there were also critical
differences. The Pattington’s site was more than two and a
half times the size of the Kellshore’s. The Kellshore’s courts
were each 40 feet wide, in contrast to the 60-foot width of the
Pattington courts. The Kellshore apartments had only three
or four rooms, while those at the Pattington had eight or
nine. The apartments at the Kellshore each had two “disap-
pearing” beds that folded into closets, so that rooms that
served as bedrooms at night could act as living rooms during
the day.47 The styles of the buildings contrasted as well; the
Renaissance revival forms of the Pattington help throw
into higher profile the Kellshore’s modern lines, its buff
glazed brick and green terracotta tile pavilions, and its
prominent roof garden. Convenience and economy were
hallmarks of the Kellshore, as indicated by advertisements
that declared, “The Living and Maid Question Now
Solved.”48
The tenants of the Pattington were much more affluent
than the tenants of the Kellshore. When federal census enu-
merator Joseph A. Daly visited the neighborhood in January
1920, he found many more live-in servants at the Pattington.
At the Pattington he found five households headed by
Figure 16 David E. Postle, Pattington apartment
building, Chicago, 1902, courtyard view (author’s
photo).
Figure 17 E. Norman Bridges, Kellshore
Apartment Hotel, Chicago, 1914 (author’s photo).
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lawyers, and three households headed by physicians. He
found three separate households headed by men who were
the presidents of printing companies, as well as households
headed by the presidents of companies that manufactured or
sold typewriters, insurance, bricks, newspapers, telephones,
elevators, and electrical lighting. The Pattington also had
grain, lumber, and coal brokers and salesmen for automo-
biles, drugs, dry goods, valves, and real estate. No company
presidents lived at the Kellshore, which housed department
managers for businesses handling printing, pianos, and steel,
along with a National League baseball player, a fire insurance
adjuster, a bank teller, a bank auditor, a newspaper editor, a
lawyer, a stockbroker, and a university teacher.49 Despite the
contrast between the occupants, the courtyard forms, shared
landscape, and commitment to light, air, and sun harmonized
the buildings despite their different architectural expressions
while connecting them to Buena Park’s adjacent blocks of
single-family residences. The architectural and landscape
connection perhaps suggested the possibility that tenants of
different economic stations could be harmonized through
the construction of a more cosmopolitan and urbane
neighborhood.
The different social worlds of the Pattington and the Kell-
shore occupied adjacent lots on the same urban block. The
construction of the Kellshore came even as the broader
neighborhoodmaintained its affluent character. Ordinarily in
single-family neighborhoods one would have to travel much
further afield to discover this sort of economic and social di-
versity. The different possibilities that came with living at
density in apartment houses were as apparent in the East
Rogers Park neighborhood as they were in Buena Park.
In 1915, when August H. Skoglund commissioned John A.
Nyden to design a three-story, sixty-two-unit apartment
building on Lunt Avenue, the building settled into a block
immediately west of one that was largely occupied by
single-family wood-frame houses (Figure 18). Skoglund’s
building had elements in common with the Pattington and
the Kellshore and other courtyard buildings. For example, it
had two open courts facing south toward Lunt Avenue. Like
the Pattington, the building was set back on its lot; the outer
wings in Nyden’s design had a setback of 15 feet from the
lot line, while the inner wings were set back 25 feet. An or-
namental iron fence and gate divided the sidewalk from the
courtyard, and people arriving at the apartment building
ascended two steps to enter the terraced courtyard. Plant-
ers topped the posts of the gate to the court and also
flanked the steps to each entryway—using architecture to
draw the landscape into the building elements. These
planters complemented the lawns, shrubs, and trees
planted in the court. The building’s advertisements under-
scored the broad connection to landscape features pre-
served in the court: “Situated in the aristocratic wooded
section of Rogers Park, only two blocks from the lake, fac-
ing south on Lunt-av., are the most modern apartments on
the North Side.”50 Skoglund gave separate names to the
two courts, naming one the Forrestville Apartments and
the other the Wakefield Apartments. As in the Kellshore
design, tiers of sun parlors and bay windows dominated the
front and courtyard elevations, while light-colored brick
and a limestone base extended the suggestion of light and
ventilation.51
In 1920 the federal census taker witnessed the new diver-
sity that came with construction of the Forrestville and
Wakefield Apartments. He recorded fifty-eight occupied
apartments with 137 residents. On the block immediately
east, he recorded eighteen houses with nineteen families,
with a total of 90 residents.52 The apartments occupied a
street frontage that was just slightly more than one-third the
Figure 18 John A. Nyden, Forrestville and
Wakefield Apartments, Chicago, 1915 (author’s
photo).
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frontage occupied by the single-family houses, but it accom-
modated 50 percent more residents. When an earlier census
taker visited the Arizona Apartments in 1900 he found a
similar relationship between the apartment block and the
single-family residences that stood immediately north of the
building. The block to the north had nineteen houses with
119 residents. The Arizona had 172 residents.53 Thus, on
less than half the street frontage, the Arizona accommodated
45 percent more residents. The density that came with mul-
tiple-family buildings increased urbanity and cosmopolitan
possibility even with building forms that carefully negotiated
their architectural and landscape relationship with less dense
neighborhoods of single-family houses. The contrast in den-
sity had a temporal dimension: the houses were built before
the apartment buildings. The extension of commuter rail
lines and elevated transit lines in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries brought in its wake the apartment and
courtyard building boom.
At the Forrestville and Wakefield Apartments heraldic
crests and battlemented parapets provided the terminal
features in each courtyard. These medieval architectural
elements were echoed in the ten entryways, each carrying
its own crest and heavy copings around heavy wooden
doors. Nyden’s design for the building, like that for his
1922 Eastnor apartments on Brompton Avenue, and like
other contemporary courtyard apartment buildings, aimed
at a pervasive and rooted cozy domesticity that comple-
mented the landscape strategy to associate these buildings
with the form, scale, and intimacy of single-family residences.
As Chicago apartments gained national recognition, their
adoption of Gothic, Georgian, colonial, and Renaissance ar-
chitecture helped to popularize apartment house living by dis-
sociating the buildings from tenement houses. Tellingly, the
courtyard apartments reflected the same stylistic currents ap-
parent in single-family houses. They ranged from Renaissance
to Georgian to Prairie and Arts and Crafts styles. Interestingly,
what united them was how the courtyard form gave them an
underlying coherence. In 1907Herbert Croly applauded these
multiple-family buildings in Chicago, as they compared with
apartments constructed in New York City.54 He wrote: “An
apartment house should be made, so far as possible, like a
building in which it would be pleasant to live. It should wear
a domestic aspect. It should suggest the privacies and the seclu-
sion of Anglo-Saxon domestic life. . . . An apartment house is a
type of residential building, and should, so far as possible, sug-
gest its domestic function.”55 Croly argued that in Manhattan
the sheer pressure of population, extremely expensive land,
and speculative financing resulted in apartment buildings
that were “ugly, commonplace, or trivial.” The scale of
New York buildings meant that “domestic character has
largely disappeared.”56
By contrast, in Chicago lower housing costs and smaller
scale meant that apartments could more easily “wear a
domestic aspect.” Chicago builders of apartment houses
competed with builders of private residences. Croly saw the
pervasive use of revivalist architecture as an understandable
appeal to “the average taste of the community” and the “con-
ventional” expectations of domestic form. He did not think
that great architecture was likely to manifest itself in such
circumstances; however, he also thought that stylistic or aes-
thetic achievement was not of utmost importance. He
believed that the accomplishments related to the courtyards
were far more significant. The Chicago apartments “really
look like pleasant and appropriate places in which to live. . . .
[A tenant] can obtain space, air, light, a court in which his
children can play, green grass and flower beds, and a habita-
tion which looks like the residence of refined and civilized
people. . . . It is, of course, these courts which give the build-
ings their character.”Croly also called attention to the impor-
tance of the separate entries, in which “a tenant is much less
likely to be jostled and annoyed by unsuitable neighbors.”57
Beyond style, Croly pointed to these key elements of the
Chicago courtyard apartment and enthusiastically endorsed
the trajectory of the city’s multiple-family building: “The
building loses in every respect the character which it inevitably
obtains in New York—the character of being a tenement.”58
Courtyard Apartments in Other Cities
Croly dismissed New York City apartments because they
overcrowded their sites and were too tall to constitute reason-
able domestic scale. Chicago did not even exist in 1811, when
the Commissioners’ Plan of 1811 laid out the street grid for
Manhattan. That plan established a standard block width of
200 feet between east–west cross streets. Lacking midblock
alleys, this grid provided standard lots only 100 feet deep and
25 feet wide. There were twenty blocks per mile in the
New York grid. When Chicago later adopted its grid, it had
only eight blocks per mile. Depending on the width of the
midblock alley, the standard lot was nearly three times as
deep as a standard lot in Manhattan. The courtyards alone at
the Pattington and the Kellshore were 135 feet and 105 feet
deep, respectively. Thus both these courts were deeper than
the standard New York City lot. The Chicago courtyard
building could not easily be accommodated on Manhattan’s
blocks. There were some buildings in Manhattan that
stretched across the entire 200-foot width of the block. The
Dakota Apartments, for example, designed by Henry Jane-
way Hardenbergh and completed in 1884, stretched from
72nd Street to 73rd Street on Central Park West. The
seven-story building design incorporated an interior court-
yard. Moreover, the presence of party walls between adjacent
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New York City buildings also militated against the construc-
tion of street-facing courtyard buildings such as those that
proliferated in Chicago, which relied on lower-density devel-
opment and windows lining side and rear elevations.
Buildings with the Chicago courtyard apartment’s juxta-
position of landscaped courts, dense apartments, and numer-
ous dispersed entries did get constructed in limited numbers
in New York City; however, they were built in projects of
much larger scale, often by housing cooperatives and philan-
thropic housing reformers. Alfred TredwayWhite’s six-story,
280-unit Riverside Building in Brooklyn, designed by
William Field and Son in 1890, was intended for working
people who would be beneficiaries of White’s decision to
limit the return on his investment to 5 percent. The building
took up most of an urban block and was constructed on the
lot line, forming a perimeter block around an interior garden.
This model of large perimeter-block apartment buildings
constructed around central gardens continued to be devel-
oped through the 1920s. Labor unions, with funding from
John D. Rockefeller, constructed two philanthropic projects
designed by Andrew Thomas in 1928—the five-story, 166-
unit Thomas Garden Apartments in the Bronx and the
six-story, 511-unit Dunbar Apartments in Harlem. In 1926
the United Workers commissioned the architectural firm of
Springsteen & Goldhammer to build the six-story, 339-unit
Allerton Coops in the Bronx, around a large interior gar-
den.59 TheseNewYork buildings embraced something of the
logic and formal elements of the Chicago courtyard apart-
ment; however, they were much larger, with more stories and
many more units, and they took over entire blocks, in sharp
contrast to the Chicago courtyard buildings, which were
slotted into lots on existing blocks. Perimeter-block buildings
never dominated entire streets or neighborhoods as court-
yard buildings did in Chicago.
Like Chicago and New York, Los Angeles shared in the
twentieth-century population boom, but it did not develop
the apartment forms of either of those cities. Housing re-
form, however, did inspire an urban residential vernacular in
the Los Angeles area that juxtaposed building density with a
landscaped court. In 1909, architect Sylvanus Marston de-
signed the St. Francis Court in Pasadena; intended primarily
for visitors and residents of modest means, it consisted of
eleven one-story detached Arts and Crafts–style bungalows
grouped around a shared landscape and driveway, on a build-
ing lot that had only 200 feet of street frontage. Such bunga-
low courts became quite popular throughout the Los Angeles
area for both working- andmiddle-class residents; they juxta-
posed substantial increases in residential density with planted
landscapes dominated by trees, grass, bushes, and flowers.60
Boston developed important examples of courtyard apart-
ments quite similar to the Chicago model. The earliest and
most notable example was Cram,Wentworth, and Goodhue’s
forty-unit Richmond Court Apartments on Beacon Street in
Brookline, immediately west of Boston. Ralph Adams Cram
viewed his design as an effort to reform tenement house and
apartment architecture and to provide the amenities of a sin-
gle-family home in apartment living. Cram insisted that
apartment dwellers wanted above all else “homelike privacy
and comfort, two qualities which are scarcely to be met in the
ordinary apartment-house; almost invariably an uninteresting
structure full of dark rooms, cheerless corridors, and all the
rush and bustle and dirt and annoyance of the regular so-
called ‘apartment-house.’To obtain these qualities of comfort
and privacy an arrangement of plan has been chosen quite un-
usual in this country, though frequently found abroad.”61
Cram seemed to be referring to interior courtyards, with their
separate entries. He carefully described the landscape of
Richmond Court’s courtyard, which was “laid out and
adorned, like similar small private parks abroad, in the Italian
fashion with low box-hedges, clipped yews, flowers, and ter-
races” and included a fountain and a nymph statue. Cram
pointed out the importance of the relatively intimate scale of
the four-story design, noting that taller apartment buildings
recalled “with horrible distinctness to the mind of every one,
their monotonous stories being piled one above the other like
veritable chimneys.” Cram proudly insisted that Richmond
Court appeared like an English manor house and observed
that because the courtyard was open toward Beacon Street, it
was “not forced into fulfilling the ignominious function of a
mere light-well.”62 Another notable design was C.H. Blackall’s
1906 Ivanhoe Court, a three-story apartment building in
Boston’s Allston neighborhood with a court open to the street,
where the six entries took on the names of lead characters in
Sir Walter Scott’s romantic novel Ivanhoe.63 Courtyard build-
ings were also constructed in Cambridge and other towns
close to Boston. But, as in the case of New York, these court-
yard and garden apartments did not come close to the preva-
lence of the courtyard buildings in Chicago. Historian
Douglass Shand-Tucci argues that the triple-decker apartment
building proved amore attractive vernacular residential type in
Boston, and such buildings proliferated in the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries. In important ways the triple-
decker beat the courtyard apartment in fulfilling its core prom-
ises of light and privacy. Only three families lived in each
triple-decker building, and all units had windows on four sides,
whereas the majority of courtyard building apartments had
windows on only two fronts, the courtyard and the side or rear
elevation.64 In Chicago, Boston, New York, Los Angeles, and
other cities, quite distinct multiple-unit residential vernaculars
clearly struck responsive chords in the development communi-
ties and gained momentum locally; they responded to the
broader urban patterns of lot configurations and topography,
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transportation systems, and the scale of capital available for
development.
Courtyard Apartments in the Garden City
In Chicago many developers and tenants came to share
Croly’s enthusiasm for the form and scale of courtyard apart-
ments; in the 1910s and 1920s, courtyard buildings were con-
structed in great numbers across the city. The connection
between tenement reform and the design of apartment
houses did not mean that Chicago’s working-class residents,
who lived and worked at the economic margins, were able to
rent apartments in courtyard buildings. Chicago neighbor-
hoods where poor and working-class residents lived—around
the Union Stock Yards, adjacent to South Side steel mills,
along industrial corridors by the Chicago River and major
rail trunk lines—were not selected as sites for courtyard
apartments. Rather, the buildings went up in wealthier neigh-
borhoods along the lakefront and adjacent to commuter rail
lines, where members of a broad middle class, ranging from
store clerks to skilled tradesmen to professionals, sought
accommodations.
Despite the popularity of courtyard buildings, critiques of
apartment living persisted. In 1905 the Chicago Tribune edito-
rialized on “the monotony of flat life.” Health officials in
London, it reported, had noted a “marked increase of insanity
among women,” which physicians attributed to flat dwelling:
Life in flats is so monotonous, they say, that it is driving an
alarming number of women mad. . . . Her husband leaves for
business early in the morning, and usually doesn’t return until
evening. Between janitor and maid she has little housework to
do; and her household duties take but few hours of her day even
if she keeps no servant. She cannot hang over the back fence
and gossip with her neighbors, because she knows none of her
neighbors and she has no back fence. The greater the number
of the people living in the building with her the fewer she
knows. . . . Race suicide or the rules of the flat deprive her of
the luxury of children.65
Dr. Vaclav H. Podstata, superintendent of Chicago’s Dun-
ning insane asylum, confirmed these findings: “There is no
question that confinement to any limited area and the con-
centration of thought such seclusion entails has a tendency to
promote hallucinations and insanity.” Quoted in an article
titled “How to Be Sane in a Flat,” Dr. Podstata declared,
“Chicago is a city of flat dwellers and . . . I would suggest fre-
quent change of scene, especially for the women, or anything
to divert their minds. Plenty of exercise should be taken.”
Another suggestion the article offered for fending off monot-
ony and insanity was for women to “cultivate flowers on the
back porch or the window sill.”66 The prescription formental
and physical health of growing and tending flowers to
counter urban loneliness and alienation in the crowd carried
over into the form of the courtyard apartment, which offered
an “antidote for living in narrow quarters,” as it provided a
measure of openness and harnessed the powerful associations
between human health and a supposedly natural and properly
composed landscape of lawns, trees, shrubs, and flowers.
Despite progress in tenement reform, despite the inven-
tion, popular diffusion, and even celebration of new Chicago
apartment designs, and despite the progress made in humanely
accommodating residents at higher density by juxtaposing
architecture and landscape, cultural reservations concerning
apartment living persisted. The City Club of Chicago’s
1912–13 international competition for the plan of a 160-acre
residential subdivision eight miles from downtown Chicago
significantly captured the ambivalence to apartment living
even as it crystalized approaches to housing that were in sur-
prising harmony with the designs for courtyard apartments.
The competition limited the number of housing units to
1,280, a density comparable to a contemporary neighborhood
of Chicago bungalows. Individual homes filled most of the
competitors’ plans, with many treating apartments as a “men-
acing factor.”67 Architect William Drummond submitted a
design and concisely summarized the concern over apartment
houses. Aiming to establish an “ideal residential neighbor-
hood,” Drummond viewed apartments as an obstacle: “We
suffer from an undesirable springing up of apartment build-
ings here and there in neighborhood developments which
violate every sense of the appropriate and the harmonious.”68
Drummond praised English and German garden cities, which
showed “it does not pay to overpopulate.”Despite such reser-
vations, Drummond presented a block plan built around “a
garden or lawn for the common use” that echoed the organi-
zation of courtyard apartments.69
The City Club brief for the competition included a litera-
ture list of sixteen books and pamphlets intended to help
competitors explore the “progress” of the garden cities and
suburbs. The City Club’s interest in housing, and particularly
in working-class accommodations and conditions, was in-
tended to stand in sharp contrast to the Commercial Club’s
1909 Plan of Chicago, drawn up by Daniel H. Burnham and
his colleagues.70 Aligning themselves with earlier tenement
house reformers, the organizers of the City Club competition
sought an “Organic Plan” and were interested in promoting
“light, air, and cleanliness.”71 As Rudolph F. Schuchardt put
it in a letter to Charles H. Wacker, the plan should address
“the real needs of all the people all the time.”72 This set of
priorities departed from the Plan of Chicago’s “Parisian stand-
ards” and the “geometrical symmetry” of proposed monu-
mental boulevards, parks, and civic centers.73 In 1911 and
1912, in the lead-up to a major housing exhibition and the
subdivision competition, English garden city designers
Raymond Unwin and Henry Vivian delivered lectures at the
City Club.74 Vivian criticizedCity Clubmembers for “setting
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a bad example” by promoting model tenement projects;
instead, he declared, the single-family house should serve as
the “standard home for the great mass of the people.”75
George Hooker, City Club secretary, boldly declared that
garden cities represented “the finest thing done on the face
of the earth in respect to housing for the ordinary man.”76
This model largely ignored recent developments in courtyard
apartment house design that had embraced gardens and land-
scape as part of building urban density, residential forms that
could easily have found a place in garden city communities.
By steering competitors toward garden city form, the City
Club also reinforced the ambivalence toward apartment
living in American culture. Among the thirty-eight plans sub-
mitted in the competition for the model subdivision, some
excluded apartments altogether, while others gave apartment
buildings only a peripheral place. In Wilhelm Bernhard’s
first-place entry, apartments constituted less than 12 percent
of the 1,280 housing units. Bernhard included three
perimeter-block apartment buildings that enclosed land-
scaped interior courtyards (Figure 19).77 Generally the com-
petitors treated apartments as providing density along the
leading edge of the community so as to buffer single-family
houses from busy arterial streets.78 Many competitors did
away with the interior alleys and individual deep lots of the
typical city block, substituting a shared realm of interior
parks, gardens, and promenades.79 This area, like that shared
by the surrounding residents in courtyard apartments, would
serve “not only as ample space for raising vegetables but also
as an ideal playground for small children.”80
Frank Lloyd Wright submitted a subdivision plan but
insisted that the jury should not review the plan as part of
its deliberations. Despite its designation as a “noncompet-
itive plan,”Wright’s design was prominently featured both
in the City Club’s exhibition and in the final competition
publication. Wright expanded his 1901 quadruple block
plan to the level of the subdivision (Figure 20).81 In this
Figure 19 Wilhelm Bernhard, entry submitted to
the City Club of Chicago competition for a 160-acre
subdivision, Chicago, 1913 (Alfred B. Yeomans,
ed., City Residential Land Development: Studies in
Planning—Competitive Plans for Subdividing a
Typical Quarter Section of Land in the Outskirts of
Chicago [Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1916], 11).
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earlier concept, four houses occupied each block, with one
house facing each side of the block. Foliage, walls, and
room orientation sought privacy for nominally urban resi-
dents.82 In the City Club publication, five of the seven im-
ages illustrating Wright’s entry focused on the quadruple
block plan. In this way, its presentation was aligned with
the City Club’s broader vision of the single-family garden
city. Moreover, the plan and bird’s-eye view of the project
showed a broad continuous public park landscape with
lines of trees across the entire subdivision. Less well repre-
sented was the dominance of multiple-family buildings; in
Wright’s plan about two-thirds of the population resided in
apartments.83 Wright’s apartment buildings drew upon his
earlier Francisco Terrace design and introduced large land-
scaped interior “green courts for privacy as well as their rela-
tion to public playground, greensward, and shrubbery.”84 As
in other competition plans, Wright located many of the
apartment buildings on busy streets along the edges of the
subdivision, among business and civic buildings. The energy
and artfulness of the scheme and its visual presentation obvi-
ously resided in the detached houses; nevertheless, Wright,
more than others, accommodated an urban vision more
closely aligned with the complex housing and social reali-
ties of Chicago in the 1910s.
The Eclipse of the Courtyard Apartment
Wright’s view of residential settlements as harmonizing
single-family houses and apartments within a designed land-
scape of gardens and parks represented the balance of inter-
ests seemingly driving courtyard apartment development.
But the City Club’s broader vision of garden cities, suburban-
ization, and a scale of development suitable for entire subdi-
visions rather than single lots anticipated the eclipse of the
courtyard type. Courtyard apartments continued to be built
across the city until the building depression of the 1930s.
When building resumed after World War II, elevator apart-
ment buildings, both for wealthy residents and for residents
Figure 20 Frank Lloyd Wright, noncompetitive
plan for the City Club of Chicago competition for a
160-acre subdivision, Chicago, 1913 (Alfred B.
Yeomans, ed., City Residential Land Development:
Studies in Planning—Competitive Plans for
Subdividing a Typical Quarter Section of Land in the
Outskirts of Chicago [Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1916], 98).
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of public housing, became much more common. Elevator
lobbies concentrated residents. The development of single-
family suburban tracts dependent on the mass adoption of the
automobile shifted some of the focus of growth outside the
city and away from apartments. The advent of urban renewal
and the introduction of much larger development budgets
and projects meant that the balance between building and
landscape shifted, as development moved away from single
buildings. This constellation of significant changes militated
against the continued development of courtyard apartment
buildings after World War II.
Henry K. Holsman’s long career as an apartment designer
and developer encapsulates some of the architectural and
economic changes that brought an end to the era of the
courtyard apartment. In the early 1930s, Holsman chaired
the Architects Club of Chicago’s Committee on Blighted
Area Housing. The architects, hoping to jump-start the
stalled economy and revitalize the practices of architecture,
building, and development, proposed a massive program of
urban renewal. Holsman provided a plan for an entire block
of cleared urban land. The redevelopment would have thirty
four-story apartment buildings arranged in triangular groups
of three apartment buildings each, defining both interior and
exterior courtyards (Figure 21). Holsman’s earlier interest in
sunlight, air, and landscape was evident as he ensured that
54 percent of the block’s land would “be available for gardens,
trees, lawns and shrubbery.” Planning for an entire city block
permitted Holsman to orient the proposed buildings to
each other and to their landscaped courts rather than to the
orthogonal geometries of earlier block and lot divisions
and preexisting buildings. Holsman’s immediate plans
were not realized; however, he did join with other archi-
tects in the 1930s to advise the newly established Chicago
Housing Authority on the form and design of its earliest
public housing projects, including the Julia C. Lathrop
Homes, Jane Addams Houses, Trumbull Park Homes, and
Ida B. Wells Homes. These projects provided nearly three
thousand apartments on 20- and 30-acre sites. After World
War II Holsman drew upon his experience with large site
development as architect and developer of Parkway Garden
Homes on the South Side of Chicago. Designed in the late
1940s on a 15-acre site, Parkway Garden included 694 apart-
ments in a thirty-five building plan, with eleven eight-story
mid-rise elevator buildings and twenty-four three-story
walk-up buildings. The buildings were positioned in a zigzag
pattern oriented to light, air, and intervening landscaped
courts.85
These sprawling developments undercut the logic of the
courtyard building, which had been premised on a smaller
scale of residential construction and an existing pattern of
blocks and lots. Nevertheless, courtyard apartments, with
their powerful framing of landscape and building, anticipated
and provided the rationale for these subsequent garden apart-
ment complexes. In the 1890s, when Chicago architects, de-
velopers, and residents began to experiment with the
courtyard form, tenements stood at the center of the reputa-
tion and reality of multiple-family housing in the city. The
Chicago tenement did not have a settled form; it could be
wood or brick; it could be one, two, three, or four stories. It
crowded the land, often filling its entire lot, either with a sin-
gle building or with back-to-back dwellings. Flimsy circula-
tion arrangements provided tenants with access to dark,
overcrowded, and, often, unsanitary interiors. Tenement dis-
tricts were hodgepodge places. Courtyard apartments pro-
vided a radical departure from this multiple-family world.
Order seemingly replaced chaos. Light replaced dark. In the
place of the ad hoc arrangement that prevailed on tenement
blocks, the substantial wings of courtyard apartments estab-
lished urban islands of ordered architectural symmetry and
balance while bounding small, well-tended gardens and
parks. The courtyard apartment mitigated the noisome
Figure 21 Henry K. Holsman, proposed housing plan for an urban renewal
site, Chicago, 1932 (Henry K. Holsman, Rehabilitating Blighted Areas:
Studies of Blighted Areas [Chicago: Architects Club of Chicago, 1932], 56).
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conditions of many earlier multiple-family residences; it
overcame cultural resistance to this form of residence by clev-
erly appropriating and reconfiguring cherished elements of
the single-family residential landscape: the yard, the planter,
the porch, the window bay, the sun parlor and sleeping porch,
the bricks, the prominent doorway, the popular domestic
styles, and even something of the privacy of the single-family
house. The invention and diffusion of the courtyard apart-
ment vernacular established the actual and conceptual space
between tenements and a newer kind of urban living, which
built humane urban density and scale into and around the
natural vegetation more readily associated with life outside
the city. Courtyard apartments significantly reordered and
redefined urban living in Chicago and beyond.
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